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ABOUT US  Studio «Hello, World!» was founded in 2006. Previously, our 
employees worked in different companies, learning and growing 
professionally. Now our team consists of 10 people. In addition, 
we are working with experts from Ukraine, United States and 
Germany.

 Our main activities: design (graphic, web), printing (pre-
press) and advertising (contextual advertising, seo, smo). An in-
dividual and unique approach to each client is our main advan-
tage. We do not have strictly regulated price list and ready-made 
solutions, but we have a certain level of knowledge and skills. We 
are guided by only one tenet in the process: the final product 
should be functional, comfortable and beautiful.

 We also appreciate our and client’s time.



Your 
Yekaterinburg

 Your Yekaterinburg or YY for short is the first English news-
paper in the city. The goal is to give Yekaterinburgers the chance to 
interact with English in as many ways as possible. YY includes news, 
interviews with foreigners, global issues, English language articles, 
travel and more. There is space for you to write and have your letters 
and opinions printed. Write to us and become an author or journalist 
– YY is looking for those interested in writing in English. 

Site creation

http://youryekaterinburg.com/


ALEXANDER 
BULATOV

 Alexander Bulatov is a professional jazz musician. He devotes all his spare time to music playing as a ses-
sion musician in numerous musical bands. He shared stage with such famous jazz musicians as George Cables, 
Bobby Watson, Allan Harris, Niki Haris, Alvon Johnson, Abdu Salim, Jamie Davis, Curtis Robinson, Michelle Walker, 
Julia Huff, Adam Klipple, Jim Beatty, Nicolas Bearde, Denise Thimes. He is a resident of Everjazz, the first profes-
sional Yekaterinburg jazz club.

Site creation

http://bulatovalex.ru/


FUNKY BIZNESS 
GANG

 It is a band from Yekaterinburg playing funk. Funky Bizness Gang has accumulated a great concert expe-
rience: they have played on big stages of All-Russian festivals, in numerous clubs of the country (Moscow, Chely-
abinsk, Perm, Magnitogorsk, Surgut, Nizhniy Tagil) and also in native Yekaterinburg. 

Design logo - Ekaterina Ashbel 
Site creation

http://funkybiznessgang.ru/


Deti E  Commercial company “Deti-e” is in the market of children's clothes since 2005. It offers a wide range of 
high-quality and affordable children's clothes for wholesale and retail customers. 

Online store

http://deti-e.ru/


Alpeneer  Alpeneer Handels GMBH sells luxury apartments in Austria. The apartments are sold as “the second prop-
erty”, it means that foreigners should not obtain a residence permit to buy an apartment. Process of property 
registration becomes faster and easier. All apartments are located in a comfortable resort area. 

Site creation

http://alpeneer.com/


Space Jazz  Promo resource site dedicated to the early opening of jazz music podcast topics.

Promo site

http://spacejazz.ru/


Free Talk Studio

Site creation

 Free Talk is the multipurpose English courses for improving oral communication skills in Yekaterinburg. 
Their main feature is to remove a psychological barrier. It allows the participants to speak English using all the 
accumulated knowledge. There are different types of activities: role-playings, discussions, viewing videos with the 
analysis, meetings.

http://free-talk-studio.ru/


Colors of a 
rainbow

 Business card for the company «Colors of a rainbow».

Prepress



Free Talk Studio  Business card for the company «Free Talk Studio».

Prepress



Zubroff  Business card for the company «Зуброфф».

Prepress



Careline  The booklet for the company «Careline Cosmetics».

Prepress



Topaz - partner  The advertising campaign for the site topaz-partner.ru

SEO

http://topaz-partner.ru/


Coolkeen  The advertising campaign for the site coolkeen.ru)

SEO

http://coolkeen.ru/


Leda - E  The advertising campaign for the site leda-e.ru

SEO

http://leda-e.ru/


CONTACT US

Phone: +7 (343) 328-58-25

Advertising Department Phone: +7 (343) 328-58-26

Also you can us online brief on our site or its alternative option  in PDF 

Studio "Hello, World! " © 2006 — 2013. All rights reserved. All images and other materials presented in this document, intellectual property "Hello, World! ". Commercial use of any materials without the written permission "Hello, 
World! " it is forbidden and it will be pursued under the law. Yippie-Kai-Yay
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